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Why is Communication Important 

Effective communication is vital to maintaining a safety 
culture. When employees regularly communicate with 
each other in an open, respectful manner, they are also 
more willing to give and receive feedback. Effective 
communication also supports teamwork and coordination 
between groups.
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How Communication was 3 decades ago:
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3 decades ago:
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Today:
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Today:



Make Use, but not Enslaved by Technologies
Create Opportunities for Cohesive Communication

- Healthy and open communication onboard
- Good family supports and understanding 
- Healthy and open communication with shore personnel, 
with commitment from Top Management  
- Good resource & supports from the shore management
- Good incident and crisis management  
- Good policies and facilitations at port. 
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Make Use, but not Enslaved by Technologies
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Make Use, but not Enslaved by Technologies
They are human too. 
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Captain Sullenberger Testifies Before the NTSB
……
I'd like to know how many times the pilot practiced that maneuver
before he actually pulled it off. I'm not questioning the pilots; they're
good pilots. But they've clearly been instructed to head for the airport
immediately after the bird strike. You've allowed no time for analysis or
decision making. In these simulations, you've taken all of the humanity
out of the cockpit. How much time did the pilots spend planning for this
event, for these simulations? You are looking for human error. Then
make it human.

First Officer Jeff Skiles: This wasn't a videogame. It was life and
death. Sully's right, that's worth a few seconds.

Captain Sully: Please ask how many practice runs they had.

Elizabeth Davis: Seventeen.



Make Use, but not Enslaved by Technologies
Happy wife = Happy life 
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Food for Thought 
No spirits or alcoholic beverages are allowed on board?
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Thank you!


